Canon Named a Leader in Industry Analyst Firm Printer Reports

Industry analyst firm Gartner, Inc. has named Canon a leader in its Magic Quadrant Reports for MFPs, Printers, and Managed Print Services (MPS) worldwide in 2012.

The Magic Quadrant Report for MFPs and Printers ranks vendors based on their performance across two major categories: the Ability to Execute and Completeness of Vision.

Canon, an industry leader renowned for its cutting-edge imaging technologies and workflow solutions, offers its expertise through Managed Document Services (MDS). With its systematic approach to print management and document workflow, Canon adds remarkable value to businesses. Its MDS helps to control costs, energize business results, increase productivity and user satisfaction, simplify device management, maximize uptime, and enhance security. It also helps heighten environmental sustainability.

Multifunction Printers (MFPs) are a component of a comprehensive MDS strategy. Canon’s imageRUNNER ADVANCE Series of MFPs is an innovative platform that redefines how businesses access, share, and manage communications. The smooth integration of hardware, software, and services ensures that every user experiences remarkable efficiency.

Canon imageRUNNER ADVANCE devices are available to fit every size business and offer sophisticated capabilities to ensure maximum uptime and workflow integration.

Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product, or service depicted in its research publications and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings. Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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